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Abstract. Latent Gaussian models are a popular class of hierarchical
models with applications in many fields. Performing Bayesian infer-
ence on such models can be challenging. Markov chain Monte Carlo
algorithms struggle with the geometry of the resulting posterior dis-
tribution and can be prohibitively slow. An alternative is to use an
integrated nested Laplace approximation, whereby we marginalize out
the latent Gaussian variables and estimate the hyperparameters with
a deterministic scheme. This type of inference typically only works
for low dimensional and unimodal hyperparameters. We bypass these
limitations by coupling dynamic Hamiltonian Monte Carlo with an
embedded Laplace approximation. Our implementation features a novel
adjoint method to differentiate the marginal likelihood, which scales
with high dimensional hyperparameters. We prototype the method in
the probabilistic programming framework Stan and test the utility of
the embedded Laplace approximation on several models: a classic Gaus-
sian process, a general linear regression model with a sparsity inducing
horseshoe prior, and a sparse kernel interaction model. The last two
models are characterized by a high dimensional and a multimodal pos-
terior distribution of the hyperparameters, and as such present novel
applications of the embedded Laplace approximation. Depending on
the cases, the benefits are either a dramatic speed-up, or an alleviation
of the geometric pathologies that frustrate Hamiltonian Monte Carlo.
Keywords— Hamiltonian Monte Carlo, Laplace approxi-
mation, automatic differentiation, latent Gaussian models,
Bayesian inference
1. INTRODUCTION
Latent Gaussian models observe the following hierar-
chical structure:
φ ∼ pi(φ)
θ ∼ Normal(0,K(φ))
y ∼ pi(y | θ, φ).
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Typically, single observations yi are independently dis-
tributed and only depend on a subset of the latent vari-
ables, that is pi(yi | θ, φ) = pi(yi | aTi θ, φ), for some appro-
priately defined vectors ai. This general framework finds
a broad array of applications: Gaussian processes, spatial
models, general linear models, and multilevel regression
and post-ratification models to name a few examples. Our
goal is to perform full Bayesian inference on θ and φ. We
denote θ the latent Gaussian variable and φ the hyperpa-
rameter, although we note that in general φ denotes any
latent variable other than θ. In some fields, θ is termed
the random effect and φ the fixed effect.
1.1 Motivating problems
There are many types of latent Gaussian models that
exhibit different behaviors. A classic example is Gaussian
processes with a squared exponential kernel. Here, the
covariance matrix K depends on the covariates x, which
encode the location (geographical, temporal, or otherwise)
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of the observation y, and two parameters, α and ρ, that
respectively control the global standard deviation and the
length scale. In this setup, φ = (α, ρ) is two-dimensional.
On the other hand, θ has the same dimension as y and is
potentially high dimensional.
Next, consider the case of a high dimensional general-
ized linear regression. In many applications, the number
of covariates, and hence the number of elements in the
regression coefficient, β, exceeds the number of observa-
tions. We can fit such models by using a sparsity inducing
prior, such as the regularized horseshoe prior (Piironen
and Vehtari, 2017), which requires a high dimensional
hyperparameter, φ (e.g. regularized linear regression (Pi-
ironen and Vehtari, 2017) and sparse kernel interaction
models (Agrawal et al., 2019)). This problem can be recast
as a latent Gaussian model. Unlike the Gaussian process
example, both the latent Gaussian variable and the hyper-
parameters are high dimensional. What is more, several
geometric challenges arise when examining the posterior
distribution, such as high curvature and multimodality.
1.2 Existing methods
To perform Bayesian analysis, the algorithmic land-
scape is broadly speaking split between two approaches:
(i) sampling schemes that generate an approximate sample
from the posterior distribution using Markov chains Monte
Carlo (MCMC), and (ii) variational methods in which one
finds a tractable distribution that approximates the poste-
rior. The same holds for latent Gaussian models, where we
can consider Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) sampling
(Neal, 2012; Betancourt, 2018a) or marginalizing out the
latent Gaussian variables with a Laplace approximation
before deterministically integrating the hyperparameters
(Tierney and Kadane, 1986; Rue and Chopin, 2009).
Hamiltonian Monte Carlo sampling
When using MCMC sampling, the target distributions
is
pi(θ, φ | y) ∝ pi(y | θ, φ)pi(θ | φ)pi(φ)
and the Markov chain explores the joint parameter space
of θ and φ. Note that a sample from the joint distribution
also produces a sample from the marginal distribution,
pi(φ | y), should we be primarly interested in φ.
HMC is a class of MCMC algorithms that powers many
modern probabilistic programming languages, including
Stan (Carpenter et al., 2017), PyMC3 (Salvatier, Wiecki
and Fonnesbeck, 2016), and TensorFlow Probability1. Its
success is both empirically and theoretically motivated
(e.g. Betancourt et al., 2017), and, amongst other things,
lies in its ability to probe the geometry of the target dis-
tribution via the gradient. HMC scales in high-dimension,
can sample strongly correlated variables and resolve mul-
timodality, provided the energy barrier is not too strong.
1https://www.tensorflow.org/probability
The algorithm is widely accessible through its dynamic
variants, the No-U-Turn Sampler (Hoffman and Gelman,
2014) and the more recent version detailed by Betancourt
(2018a), which spare the users the cumbersome task of
manually setting the algorithm’s tuning parameters. In
addition, automatic differentiation efficiently evaluates
derivatives and alleviates the burden of calculating gradi-
ents by hand (for reviews on the subject in statistics and
machine learning, we recommend Margossian (2019) and
Baydin et al. (2018); for a more extensive treatment, the
reader may consult Griewank and Walther (2008)). There
are known challenges when applying HMC to hierarchical
models (e.g. Betancourt and Girolami, 2013). Generally
speaking, these problems are due to uneven scale in the
parameter space, caused by varying correlation between
parameters, and Neal’s (2003) infamous funnel. In the
case of latent Gaussian models, this geometric grief is
often caused by the latent Gaussian variable, θ, and its
interaction with φ.
Marginalization using a Laplace approximation
The embedded Laplace approximation is also a very
successful algorithm, and the main inference engine of
the popular R packages INLA (integrated nested Laplace
integration, Rue et al., 2017) and TMB (template model
builder, Kristensen et al., 2016), and the Matlab package
GPstuff (Vanhatalo et al., 2013). The idea is to marginalize
out θ and then use standard inference techniques on φ.
To do so, consider the factorization
pi(φ | y) ∝ pi(φ)pi(θ | φ)pi(y | θ, φ)
pi(θ | φ, y) .
We perform the Laplace approximation
pi(θ | φ, y) ≈ piG(θ | y, φ) := Normal(θ∗,Σ∗),
where θ∗ matches the mode and [Σ∗]−1 the curvature of
pi(θ | φ, y). Then
pi(φ | y) ≈ piG(φ | y) := pi(φ)pi(θ
∗ | φ)pi(y | θ∗, φ)
piG(θ∗ | φ, y) .
The success of this scheme depends on how good the ap-
proximation is and requires pi(y | θ, φ) to be unimodal and
well characterized by the curvature at its mode (Tierney
and Kadane, 1986). Once we perform inference on φ, we
can recover θ using the conditional distribution pi(θ | φ, y)
and effectively marginalizing φ out. For certain models,
this approach yields comparably accurate and much faster
inference than MCMC (Rue and Chopin, 2009). Further-
more the Laplace approximation as a marginalization
scheme has very good theoretical properties (e.g. Tierney
and Kadane, 1986), and has been successfully used and
verified in a wide variety of contexts (e.g. Rue et al.,
2017; Botond and Heskes, 2011; Rasmussen and Williams,
2006).
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In the R package INLA, approximate inference is per-
formed on φ, by characterizing pi(φ | y) around its pre-
sumed mode. This works well for many cases but presents
two limitations: the posterior must be well characterized
in the neighborhood of the estimated mode and it must
be low dimensional, “2 - 5, not more than 20” (Rue et al.,
2017). In one of our motivating examples, the posterior
of φ is both high dimensional (∼6000) and multimodal.
Hybrid methods
Naturally we can use a more flexible inference method
on φ such as a standard MCMC, as discussed by Go´mez-
Rubio and Rue (2018), and HMC as proposed in GPstuff
and TMB, the latter through its extension TMBStan
and AdNuts (automatic differentiation with a No-U-Turn
Sampler, Monnahan and Kristensen, 2018). The target
distribution of the MCMC sampler is
piG(φ | y)
and samples from piG(θ | y) are obtained in post-process,
by simulating from piG(θ | φ, y) across the sampled φ’s.
Thus the hybrid method solves an approximation of the
original problem, the hope being that this approximation
gives similar results but is easier to solve.
Using HMC incurs an important computational cost
because the sampler requires the gradient of log piG(y | φ)
with respect to φ. When differentiating the marginal like-
lihood, much care must be taken to insure efficient com-
putation. TMB and GPstuff exemplify two approaches to
differentiate the approximate marginal density. The first
uses automatic differentiation and the second adapts the
algorithms in Rasmussen and Williams (2006). One of the
main bottlenecks is differentiating
θ∗(φ) = argmax
θ
pi(θ | φ, y).
In theory, it is straightforward to apply automatic differen-
tiation, by brute-force propagating derivatives through θ∗,
i.e. sequentially differentiating the iterations of a numeri-
cal optimizer. But this approach, termed the direct method,
is prohibitively expensive. A much faster alternative is to
use the implicit function theorem (e.g. Bell and Burke,
2008; Margossian, 2019). Given any accurate numerical
solver, we can always use the implicit function theorem
to get derivatives, as notably done in the Stan Math Li-
brary and in TMB’s inverse subset algorithm (Kristensen
et al., 2016). One side effect is that the numerical opti-
mizer is treated as a black box. By contrast, Rasmussen
and Williams (2006) define a bespoke Newton method to
compute θ∗, meaning we can store relevant variables from
the final Newton step when computing derivatives. In our
experience, this leads to important computational savings.
But overall this method is much less flexible, working well
only when φ is low dimensional and requiring the user to
pass the tensor of derivatives
K ′ =
∂K
∂φ
,
and specify derivatives for the likelihood, pi(y | θ, φ).
1.3 Aim and results of the paper
We improve the computation of HMC with an embed-
ded Laplace approximation and present an implementa-
tion that verifies the following: the algorithm can accom-
modate any covariance matrix K, efficiently differentiate
log piG(y | φ), even when φ is high dimensional, handle
any prior on φ and use dynamic HMC. We introduce
an adjoint method to differentiate log piG(y | φ), build
the algorithm in C++, and add it to the Stan language.
Our approach builds on the bespoke Newton solver pro-
posed by Rasmussen and Williams (2006) and also uses
automatic differentiation. We find that, for the classic
Gaussian process in Section 3, the computation time re-
quired to differentiate the marginal is on par with GPstuff.
The adjoint method is however orders of magnitude faster
when φ is high dimensional; see Section 2.5.
Equipped with this implementation, we test dynamic
HMC with an embedded Laplace approximation on a
range of models, including ones with a high dimensional
and multimodal hyperparameter. We do so by benchmark-
ing our implementation against Stan’s dynamic HMC,
which runs MCMC on both the hyperparameter and the
latent Gaussian variable. For the rest of the paper, we
call this standard use of dynamic HMC, full HMC. We
refer to marginalizing out θ and using dynamic HMC on
φ, as the (embedded) Laplace approximation.
The utility of coupling the Laplace approximation with
HMC has been rightfully questioned. Monnahan and Kris-
tensen (2018) examine two cases using TMBStan, an R
package that interfaces TMB with Stan. In their first ex-
ample, dim(φ) = 3 and dim(θ) = 172, but the speed-up
is minor (26% faster than full HMC) and in their second
model, the induced error is significant. The ReadMe file of
TMBStan states using a Laplace approximation is “gener-
ally not recommended”2. Our computer experiments shed
more light on the matter and identify cases where the
benefits, as tested with our implementation, are substan-
tial. These benefits are either an important computational
speed-up or an improved geometry of the posterior, which
means the sampler requires no manual tuning.
In the classic case of a Gaussian process, the speed-
up, compared to full HMC is an order of magnitude. We
next examine a sparse linear regression model with a
horseshoe prior applied to classification data for prostate
cancer. Full HMC struggles with the posterior’s geom-
etry, as indicated by divergent transitions and requires
a proper reparameterization and careful tuning. On the
2https://github.com/kaskr/tmbstan
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other hand, the embedded Laplace approximation evades
many of the geometric problems and solves the approx-
imate problem efficiently. We find this to be true, even
when dimension(θ) ∼ 100 and dimension(φ) ∼ 6000. This
means the geometric benefits do not simply come from
reducing the dimension of the parameter space MCMC
explores, but truly from removing the latent Gaussian
variables, which in this hierarchical setting are responsible
for the pathological geometry. We obtain similar results
when fitting a sparse kernel interaction model, which looks
at second-order interactions between covariates.
In all the studied cases, the likelihood is log-concave.
Detailed analysis on the error introduced by the Laplace
approximation for log-concave likelihoods can be found
in references (Kuss and Rasmussen, 2005; Vanhatalo,
Pietila¨inen and Vehtari, 2010; Botond and Heskes, 2011;
Vehtari et al., 2016) and are consistent with the results
from our computer experiments.
2. IMPLEMENTATION FOR PROBABILISTIC
PROGRAMMING
In order to run HMC, we need a function that re-
turns the approximate log density of the marginal like-
lihood, log piG(y | φ) and its gradient with respect to φ,
∇ log piG(y | φ). The user specifies the observations, y (or
a sufficient statistic thereof), and a function to generate
the covariance K, based on input covariates x and the
hyperparameters φ. In the current prototype, the user
picks the likelihood, pi(y | θ, φ) from a set of options3: for
example, a Bernoulli distribution with a logit link.
The seminal book by Rasmussen and Williams (2006)
details three algorithms, which respectively produce:
1. the mode θ∗ and the approximate log marginal den-
sity log piG(y | φ) (Algorithm 1),
2. the gradient, ∇ log piG(y | φ) (Algorithm 2),
3. and simulations from piG(θ | y, φ).
These are well-established methods. We use Algorithm 1
practically as is, but our differentiation algorithm is new.
In this article, we will derive the latter as a correction to
Algorithm 2. Our simulation method is mathematically
equivalent to item 3 above and computationally compara-
ble.
2.1 Evaluating the log marginal density
Algorithm 1 is a carefully constructed Newton solver.
As a convergence criterion we use the change in the “ob-
jective function” between two iterations,
∆ log pi(θ | y, φ) ≤ 
3 Allowing the user to specify their own likelihood is on our
to-do list; one major challenge is that we need to efficiently
compute third-order derivatives.
for some 4. We store many of the variables generated
during the final Newton step to use them again when we
compute the derivatives.
Algorithm 1 Newton solver for the Laplace approx-
imation, algorithm 3.1 by Rasmussen and Williams
(2006)
input: K, y, pi(y | θ, φ)
2: θ∗ = θ0 (initialization)
repeat
4: W = −∇∇ log pi(y | θ∗, φ)
L = Cholesky(I +W
1
2KW
1
2 )
6: b = Wθ∗ +∇ log pi(y | θ∗, φ)
a = b−W 12LT \ (L \ (W 12Kb))
8: θ∗ = Ka
unitl convergence
10: log pi(y | φ) = − 1
2
aT θ∗ + log pi(y | θ∗, φ)−∑i logLii
return: θ∗, log piG(y | φ)
2.2 Automatic differentiation
To compute the gradient ∇ log piG(y | φ), we exploit
several important principles of automatic differentiation.
While widely used in statistics and machine learning,
these principles remain arcane to many practitioners and
deserve a brief review.
Given a composite map
f = fL ◦ fL−1 ◦ ...f1,
the chain rule teaches us that the corresponding Jacobian
matrix observes a similar decomposition:
J = JL · JL−1 · ... · J1.
Based on computer code to calculate f , a sweep of forward
mode automatic differentiation numerically evaluates the
action of the Jacobian matrix on the initial tangent u, or
directional derivative J · u. Extrapolating from the chain
rule
J · u = JL · JL−1 · ... · J3 · J2 · J1 · u
= JL · JL−1 · ... · J3 · J2 · u1
= JL · JL−1 · ... · J3 · u2
...
= JL · uL−1,
where the ul’s verify the recursion relationship
u1 = J1 · u
ul = Jl · ul−1.
4 An alternative is to inspect | ∇θ log pi(θ | y, φ) |. While
more robust, this approach is costly, because unlike the log
density, we do not get the gradient for free.
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If our computation follows the steps outlined above we
never need to explicitly compute the full Jacobian matrix,
Jl, of an intermediate function, f
l; rather we only calculate
a sequence of Jacobian-tangent products.
Similarly a reverse mode sweep computes the action of
a transposed cotangent on a Jacobian matrix wTJ . Which
mode to choose depends on the type of derivatives we
require. For example, if we wish to compute a Jacobian
matrix for
f : Rp → Rn,
we can obtain the derivatives with either p forward sweeps,
initialized with p tangents, or n reverse sweeps, initialized
with n cotangents.
2.3 Algorithm 2 using automatic differentiation
The main difficulty with Algorithm 2 from Rasmussen
and Williams (2006) is the requirement for
∂K
∂φj
at line 8. For classic problems, where K is, for instance, a
squared exponential kernel, the derivatives are available
analytically. This is of course not the case in general and
we want a method that does not require the user to specify
the tensor of derivatives, ∂K/∂φ.
Algorithm 2 Gradient of the approximate marginal
density, piG(y | φ), with respect to the hyperparam-
eters φ, adapted from algorithm 5.1 by Rasmussen
and Williams (2006). The matrix of derivatives K ′
is highlighted in red. Note that all the operations on
K ′ are linear.
input: y, φ, pi(y | θ, φ)
2: saved input from Algorithm 1: θ∗, K, W
1
2 , L, a
Z = 1
2
aT θ∗ + log pi(y | θ∗, φ)−∑ log(diag(L))
4: R = W
1
2LT \ (L \W 12 )
C = L \ (W 12K)
6: s2 = − 12diag(diag(K)− diag(CTC))∇3 log pi(y | θ∗, φ)
for j = 1 ... dim(φ)
8: K′ = ∂K/∂φj
s1 =
1
2
aTK′a− 1
2
tr(RK′)
10: b = K′∇ log pi(y | θ, φ)
s3 = b−KRb
12: ∂
∂φj
pi(y | φ) = s1 + sT2 s3
end for
14: return ∇φ log piG(y | φ)
Fortunately, automatic differentiation allows us to nu-
merically evaluate ∂K/∂φ. To do this, we introduce the
map K
K : Rp → Rn(n+1)/2
φ→ K,
K11 K12 . . . Knn
φ1 φ2 . . . φp
Fig 1. Forward mode automatic differentiation of K. Starting
with an initial tangent at φ1, one forward sweep through the
expression graph computes the derivative of each element of
K with respect to φ1. The get all the wanted derivatives and
compute K′, the process must be repeated p times.
K11 K12 . . . Knn
φ1 φ2 . . . φm
Fig 2. Reverse mode automatic differentiation of K. Starting
with an initial cotangent at K11, one reverse sweep through the
expression graph computes the derivative of K11 with respect
to each element of φ. The process must be repeated n(n+ 1)/2
times to evaluate K′.
where p is the dimension of φ and n that of θ. Based on
computer code to evaluate K, automatic differentiation
constructs an expression graph of the map K and prop-
agates derivatives through the operations on the graph,
essentially applying the chain rule. A forward sweep starts
with an initial tangent at the inputs, for instance 1 for
one input and 0 for the other inputs, and propagates
derivatives forwards. Given there are p inputs, we need
p sweeps to compute ∂K/∂φ (figure 1). A reverse sweep
starts with an initial adjoint or cotangent at the outputs,
for example 1 for one output and 0 for the other outputs,
and propagates derivatives backward. We require n2, or
exploiting the symmetry of K, n(n+1)/2 sweeps (figure 2).
Given the scaling, we favor forward mode, and this works
well when p is small. However when p becomes large, this
approach fails spectacularly.
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2.4 Adjoint method for the approximate log
marginal density
Taking a step back, we recall that our goal is not to
compute ∂K/∂φ but ∇ log piG(y | φ); and furthermore
that automatic differentiation need not explicitly com-
pute the Jacobian matrix of intermediate operations when
differentiating a function. Per this logic, we should aim
to build a method that differentiates log piG(y | φ) in one
reverse mode sweep without computing ∂K/∂φ. This type
of reasoning plays a key role when differentiating func-
tionals of implicit functions – for example, probability
densities that depend on solutions to ordinary differential
equations – and leads to so-called adjoint methods (e.g.
Errico, 1997).
As motivated by our discussion on automatic differ-
entiation, it is possible to evaluate the desired gradient
with respect to φ using the right initial cotangent, w, and
compute
wTK ′
in one reverse mode sweep. Standard applications of au-
tomatic differentiation, as alluded to in the introduction,
such as the direct method or ones based on an implicit
function theorem compute the derivatives in one sweep
but they fail to exploit the structure of the problem, in
contrast with Algorithm 2. We can get the best of both
worlds with the following:
Theorem 1. Let log piG(y | φ) be the approximate log
marginal density in the context of a latent Gaussian model.
Let a be defined as in Algorithm 1, and let R and s2 be
defined as in Algorithm 2. Then
∇ log piG(y | φ) = wT ∂K
∂φ
where the gradient is with respect to φ and
wT =
1
2
aaT − 1
2
R+ (s2 +RKs2)[∇θ log pi(y | θ, φ)]T .
The proof follows from Algorithm 2 and noting that all
the operations in K ′ are linear. We provide the details in
Appendix A. Armed with this result, we build Algorithm 3.
2.5 Evaluation and comparison
We measure the time required for one evaluation and
differentiation of log piG(y | φ) for the sparse kernel in-
teraction model developed by Agrawal et al. (2019) on
simulated data. Note that the covariance matrix is far
from trivial, hence the analytical solution is not available
(see Appendix C.2). We simulate a range of data sets
for varying dimensions, p, of φ. For low dimensions, the
difference is small; however, for p = 200, Algorithm 3 is
more than 100 times faster than Algorithm 2, requiring
0.009 s, rather 1.47 s. See Figure 3.
Algorithm 3 Gradient of the approximate marginal
log density, log piG(y | φ), with respect to the hyper-
parameters, φ, using reverse mode automatic differ-
entiation and theorem 1.
input: y, φ, pi(y | θ, φ)
2: Do lines 2 - 6 of Algorithm 2.
Initiate an expression graph for automatic differentiation
with φv = φ.
4: Kv = K(φv)
wT = 1
2
aaT − 1
2
R+ (s2 +RKs2)[∇θ log pi(y | θ, φ)]T
6: Do a reverse sweep over K, with w as the initial cotangent
to obtain ∇φ log piG(y | φ).
return: ∇φ log piG(y | φ).
3. GAUSSIAN PROCESS
A standard application of the embedded Laplace ap-
proximation is Gaussian processes. We fit the disease
map of Finland by Vanhatalo, Pietila¨inen and Vehtari
(2010) which models the mortality count across the coun-
try. The data is aggregated in n = 911 counties. We use
100 counties, which allows us to fit the model quickly both
with full HMC and HMC using an embedded Laplace ap-
proximation. For the ith region, we have a 2-dimensional
coordinate xi, the counts of deaths yi, and the standard-
ized expected number of deaths, yie. The covariance matrix
is obtained using the squared exponential kernel
k(xi, xj) = α
2 exp
(
− (xi − xj)
T (xi − xj)
ρ2
)
,
where α is the marginal standard deviation and ρ the
characteristic length scale. These constitute our hyperpa-
rameter φ. Note that analytical derivatives are built in
the Stan library for this covariance matrix and can be
incorporated in our differentiation scheme. The full latent
Gaussian model is
(ρ, α) ∼ pi(ρ, α)
θ ∼ Normal(0,K(α, ρ, x))
yi ∼ Poisson(yieeθi).
Fitting this model with MCMC requires running the
Markov chains over all the parameters and latent variables,
that is α, ρ, and θ. Because the data per group is sparse –
one observation per group – the above hierarchical data
generating process can lead to problematic geometries.
The joint distribution between θ and α can have a funnel
shape, with a high density and low volume at the tip of
the funnel; and, on the contrary, a low density and high
volume at the opening edge. The Markov chain typically
explores the opening edge but fails to go down the funnel
because of the high curvature (Neal, 2003; Betancourt
and Girolami, 2013). As a result, the posterior sample
may have significant bias and the subsequent inference
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Fig 3. Wall time to differentiate the marginal log density.
Algorithm 2 explicitly computes the tensor of derivatives K′,
an operation that becomes costly as the dimension of the hy-
perparameter, p, increases. Algorithm 3 only computes wTK′,
where w is the cotangent vector prescribed by Theorem 1.
is unreliable. Fortunately, this failure can, with HMC,
manifest itself as divergent transitions.
A standard practice to remedy the above problem is to
use a non-centered parameterization, based on the equiva-
lent data generating process
(ρ, α) ∼ pi(ρ, α)
z ∼ Normal(0, In×n)
L = Cholesky decompose(K)
θ = Lz
yi ∼ Poisson(yieeθi).
The Markov chain now operates on ρ, α, and z. This
strategy often works, but in the example at hand, the
geometry still poses challenges for HMC.
We can take a further step by adjusting the adapt
delta, δa, tuning parameter of dynamic HMC. Broadly
speaking, δa controls the numerical precision with which
we compute Hamiltonian trajectories with the usual trade-
off between accuracy and speed. The optimal value for
constant curvature, and default in Stan, is 0.8 (Betancourt,
Byrne and Girolami, 2015). When faced with divergent
transitions, one strategy is to increase δa closer to 1. In
the experiments for this paper, we increase it to 0.99.
An immediate benefit of the embedded Laplace approx-
imation is that we marginalize out θ and only run HMC
on α and ρ, a two-dimensional and typically well behaved
parameter space. In the case of the disease map, we do
not need to reparameterize the model, nor adjust δa.
θ2
θ1
ρ
α
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
−0.20 −0.15 −0.10 −0.05 0.00
0 50 100 150
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
0
100
200
300
400
0
250
500
750
1000
0
100
200
300
0
100
200
300
400
sample
co
u
n
t
method
(full) HMC
HMC + Laplace
Fig 4. Samples obtained with full HMC and HMC using an
embedded Laplace approximation when fitting the disease map
Gaussian process. In this example, the samples generated by
the two methods are in close agreement.
We fit two models, with 4 parallel chains, each with 500
warmup and 500 sampling iterations. The first model uses
full HMC and a non-centered parameterization. When
δa = 0.8 we get 30 divergent transitions. When δa = 0.99,
we get no divergent transition, suggesting the sample
is unbiased. The second model couples HMC with the
embedded Laplace approximation, and simulates θ after
doing the MCMC sampling5. With δa = 0.8 the model
returns no divergent transition. A look at the marginal dis-
tributions of α, ρ, and the first two elements of θ suggests
the posterior samples generated by the two procedures
are in close agreement (Figure 4). This is consistent with
the more detailed analysis by Vanhatalo, Pietila¨inen and
Vehtari (2010) who demonstrate the error introduced by
the Laplace approximation is small when using a Poisson
or negative binomial likelihood.
To evaluate the efficiency of each model, we examine
5In Stan, this is done in the generated quantities block.
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α
ρ
θ1
θ2
0 25 50 75
ESS / s
 
method
(full) HMC
HMC + Laplace
Fig 5. Bulk effective sample size per second. Coupling dy-
namic HMC with the embedded Laplace approximation yields
a considerable speed-up when fitting a Gaussian process.
the bulk effective sample size (ESS), which constitutes
an improvement over the traditional effective sample size
(Vehtari et al., 2020). Conceptually, the ESS tells us the
information contained in our MCMC sample, when es-
timating bulk quantities, e.g. medians and expectation
values, is equivalent to the information contained in ESS
independent draws from the posterior. Because the Markov
chain samples are correlated, ESS is typically smaller than
the total number of samples. The ESS acts as a proxy
for the error in our Monte Carlo estimates and assumes
that estimates are unbiased. Hence it does not account
for the bias the Laplace approximation introduces. In this
example, the bias is negligible but for other problems, the
utility of the ESS per second (ESS/s) as a measure of
efficiency may be, for this and other reasons, limited.
Figure 5 shows that, looking at the ESS/s, the embed-
ded Laplace approximation yields a significant gain in
efficiency.
4. GENERAL LINEAR REGRESSION MODELS
WITH A HORSESHOE PRIOR
Consider a model with n observations and p covariates.
In the “p  n” regime, we can use sparsity inducing
priors. The horseshoe prior (Carvalho, Polson and Scott,
2010) is a sparsity inducing prior useful when it is assumed
that only a small portion of the regression coefficients are
significantly non-zero. Here we use the regularized horse-
shoe prior by Piironen and Vehtari (2017). The horseshoe
prior is parameterized by a global regularization term, the
scalar τ , and local regularization terms for each covariate,
λ. Consequently the number of hyperparameters is O(p).
The data generating process is
φ ∼ pi(φ)
β0 ∼ Normal(0, c20)
β ∼ Normal(0,Σ(φ))
y ∼ Bernoulli logit(β0 +Xβ),
or, recasting it as a latent Gaussian model,
φ ∼ pi(φ)
θ ∼ Normal(0, c20In×n +XΣ(φ)XT )
y ∼ Bernoulli logit(θ).
When using HMC alone, the first formulation is computa-
tionally better because it avoids the expensive evaluation
and differentiation of K = c2In×n +XΣ(φ)XT . The em-
bedded Laplace approximation requires the second formu-
lation. The main benefit of the Laplace approximation is
therefore not an immediate speed-up but an improved pos-
terior geometry, due to marginalizing θ out. This means
we do not need to fine tune the sampler to successfully
sample from the posterior.
To see this, we examine the microarray classification
data set on prostate cancer used by Piironen and Vehtari
(2017). Here, n = 102 and p = 5966. We use 1000 iterations
to warm up our sampler and 12000 sampling iterations
over 6 chains; that is, 6 chains with 1000 warmup iterations
and 2000 sampling iterations each. For this model we are
interested in tail quantiles, such as the 90th quantile, as
they allow us to identify parameters which have a small
local shrinkage and thence relevant covariates. The large
number of posterior draws is meant to reduce the variance
of Monte Carlo estimates for such quantiles.
4.1 Fitting the model with full Hamiltonian
Monte Carlo
This section describes how to tune (full) dynamic HMC
to fit the model at hand. Some of the details may be
cumbersome to the reader. But the takeaway is simple:
tuning the algorithm is hard and can be a real burden for
the modeler.
For full HMC, we use a non-centered parameterization.
With Stan’s default parameters, we obtain ∼150 divergent
transitions6. As before, we increase adapt delta to δa =
0.99 but find the sampler now produces 186 divergent
transitions. A closer inspection reveals the divergences all
6 To be precise, we here did a preliminary run using 4000
sampling iterations and obtained 50 divergent transitions (so
an expected 150 over 12000 sampling iterations).
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Chain Step size Acceptance rate Divergences
1 0.0065 0.99 0
2 0.0084 0.90 186
3 0.0052 0.99 0
4 0.0061 0.99 0
Table 1
Adapted tuning parameters across 4 Markov chains with
δa = 0.99.
come from a single chain, which also has a larger adapted
step size, δ (table 1).
It is worth reviewing the role of δ in the algorithm. A
more comprehensive discussion can be found in the papers
by Betancourt (2018a) and Hoffman and Gelman (2014).
To run HMC, we need to numerically compute physical
trajectories by solving the system of differential equations
prescribed by Hamilton’s equations of motion. We do this
using a numerical integrator. A small step size, δ, makes
the integrator more precise but generates smaller trajec-
tories, which leads to a less efficient exploration of the
parameter space. When we introduce too much numerical
error, the proposed trajectory is rejected. Adapt delta,
δa ∈ (0, 1), sets the target acceptance rate of proposed
trajectories. During the warmup, the sampler adjusts δ
to meet this target.
The problematic chain produces a large δ and fails to
achieve the target acceptance rate. Table 1 provides the
result for the failing chain and three “successful” chains.
These results suggest increasing δa yet again may not pro-
vide any benefits. Instead we increase the final adaptation
window during which the sampler tries to find the optimal
step size from 50 iterations to 350 iterations (see Hoffman
and Gelman, 2014; Stan development team, 2020). With
this setup, we however obtain divergent transitions across
all chains.
This outcome indicates the chains are relatively un-
stable and emphasizes how difficult it is, for this type of
model and data, to come up with the right tuning pa-
rameters. With δa = 0.999 and the expanded adaptation
window we observe 13 divergent transitions. It is possible
this result is the product of luck, rather than better tuning
parameters. To be clear, we do not claim we found the
optimal model parameterization and tuning parameters.
There is however, to our knowledge, no straightforward
way to do so. While this outcome is not ideal we choose
to rely on it in our benchmark study, because the number
of divergences is relatively low and the chains (with or
without divergent transitions) produce consistent results.
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Fig 6. 90th quantile for log λ across all covariates for the
general linear model with a horseshoe prior.
(full) HMC 2586 1816 4960 4238 4843 3381
HMC
+ Laplace 2586 1816 4960 4647 4238 3381
Table 2
Ordered covariate indices with the highest 90th quantiles for
the general linear model with a horseshoe prior.
4.2 Fitting the model with the embedded
Laplace approximation
Running the algorithm with Stan’s default tuning pa-
rameters produces 0 divergent transitions over 12000 sam-
pling iterations.
4.3 Evaluation and Comparison
We identify the most relevant covariates by examining
the distribution of λ. If the ith covariate is strongly ex-
planatory, pi(λi | D) puts probability mass at high values,
meaning little regularization beyond what we have from
the global shrinkage term, τ , occurs. In such an instance,
pi(λi | D) may be bimodal and typically has a large 90th
quantile. Figure 6 and table 2 show the covariates “softly
selected” by the model when fitted with full HMC and
with HMC with an embedded Laplace approximation.
As with the Gaussian process, we look at the distri-
butions of hyperparameters. We confine our attention to
τ , the global shrinkage, caux, the slab parameter, and λ
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for the 2586th and 1816th covariates, as these seem to
be the most relevant ones. Figure 7 plots a histogram of
the posterior draws (for clarity we use the logarithmic
scale) and Figure 8 compares the estimated probabilities
of developing prostate cancer. The Laplace approximation
introduces an error, yielding less extreme probabilities of
having or not having cancer. This behavior is expected
for latent Gaussian models with a Bernoulli observation
model, and has been studied in the cases of Gaussian
processes and Gaussian random Markov fields (e.g. Kuss
and Rasmussen, 2005; Botond and Heskes, 2011; Vehtari
et al., 2016).
We next plot the ESS / s (Figure 9) but we point out
two caveats. First with a Bernoulli likelihood, the Laplace
approximation introduces a bias, as notably evidenced by
Figures 7 and 8, and as reported in the cited literature.
The ESS is only a proxy for the variance of the Monte
Carlo estimators, not the complete error. Whether the
bias is significant or not depends on the quantities of
interest and the desired precision. Secondly this measure
of efficiency does not account for the fact we had to fit
the model multiple times in order to tune full HMC, while
it sufficed to run the embedded Laplace approximation
only once.
5. SPARSE KERNEL INTERACTION MODEL
A natural extension of the general linear regression
is to include interaction terms. To achieve better com-
putational scalability, we can use the kernel interaction
trick by Agrawal et al. (2019) and build a sparse kernel
interaction model (SKIM), which also uses the regular-
ized horseshoe prior by Piironen and Vehtari (2017). The
model is an explicit latent Gaussian model and uses a
non-trivial covariance matrix. The full details of the model
are exposed in Appendix C.2.
This example demonstrates the wide range of models
users may be interested in and further motivates the need
for a flexible probabilistic programming language that
allows practitioners to specify their covariance matrix,
without burdening them to work out derivatives by hand.
In this setting, we have once again a high dimensional
hyperparameter and a potentially multi-modal posterior
distribution. Unlike the general linear model, the covari-
ance matrix must be explicitly constructed with both full
HMC and HMC with an embedded Laplace approxima-
tion.
When fitting the SKIM to the prostate cancer data,
we encounter similar challenges as in the previous section:
∼150 divergent transitions with full HMC. The behavior
when adding the embedded Laplace approximation is
better, though we do pick up∼3 divergent transitions7. We
7 We do our preliminary runs using only 4000 sampling
iterations. The above number are estimated for 12000 sampling
iterations. The same holds for the estimated run times.
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Fig 7. Samples for the general linear regression model with a
horseshoe prior.
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embedded Laplace approximation.
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Fig 9. Bulk effective sample size per second for general linear
model with a regularizing horseshoe prior.
also find large differences in running time. The embedded
Laplace approximation runs for ∼10 hours, while full
HMC takes ∼20 hours with δa = 0.8 and ∼50 hours with
δa = 0.99, making it difficult to tune the sampler and run
our computer experiment.
For computational convenience, we fit the SKIM using
only 200 covariates, indexed 2500 - 2700 to encompass
the 2586th covariate which we found to be strongly ex-
planatory. This allows us to easily tune full HMC without
altering the takeaways of the experiment. Note the data
here used is different from the data we used in the previous
section (since we only examine a subset of the covariates)
and the marginal posteriors should therefore not be com-
pared directly.
As above, we run 6 chains with combined 12000 iter-
ations. For full HMC we obtain 36 divergent transitions
with δa = 0.8 and 0 with δa = 0.99. The embedded Laplace
approximation produces 0 divergences with δa = 0.8. Fig-
ures 10 and Figure 11 compare posterior draws, while
Figure 12 plots the ESS/s of both methods.
6. DISCUSSION
Equipped with a scalable differentiation algorithm, we
expand the regime of models to which we can apply the
embedded Laplace approximation. By coupling the ap-
proximation with HMC, we can now fit models with high
dimensional hyperparameters, φ, and a multimodal poste-
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Fig 10. 90th quantiles for log λ across all covariates in the
sparse kernel interaction model.
rior distribution, provided the energy barrier is not too
strong. The main benefit of marginalizing out the latent
Gaussian parameter, θ, is to improve the geometry of the
posterior distribution, as notably manifested by a decrease
in divergent transitions. The added geometric stability
has two benefits: (i) we do not need to tune the HMC
sampler which can require a substantial effort from the
modeler, and (ii) the effective sample size per second of
the sampler is higher.
Our recommendation is to use the embedded Laplace
approximation when the dimension of the latent Gaussian
parameter, θ, is much higher than that of the hyperpa-
rameter, φ, or when the joint posterior geometry exhibits
high and uneven curvature. In the latter case, even when
θ is low dimensional (relative to φ), marginalizing θ out
alleviates geometric difficulties. If on the other hand the
posterior is well-behaved, the benefits of the embedded
Laplace approximation are marginal. For example, we
find that fitting the ovarian cancer data in Piironen and
Vehtari (2017) works better with full HMC, because we
see no divergent transitions with Stan’s default tuning
parameters and we do not need to compute the full co-
variance matrix of θ. For the SKIM, the efficiency of both
methods is on par when the posterior is well behaved.
The immediate next step is to further develop the
prototype in Stan, so that researchers may experiment
more with the method. Beyond that, the current prototype
does not use many features that allow a high performance
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Fig 11. Posterior samples for the sparse kernel interaction
model.
implementation of the Laplace approximation, as seen in
the packages INLA, TMB, and GPstuff. Examples include:
support for sparse matrices required to efficiently fit latent
Markov random field models, parallelization across cores
and GPUs, and persistent initial guesses for the Newton
solver. Much of these features exist in Stan and can be
carried over.
We also want to improve the flexibility of the method
by allowing users to specify their own likelihood. In this re-
spect, the implementation in TMB is exemplary. The main
computational bottle neck is evaluating the third-order
derivatives of the likelihood. It is in principle possible to
apply automatic differentiation to do higher-order auto-
matic differentiation and most libraries, including Stan,
support this; but, along with feasibility, there is a question
of efficiency and practicality (e.g Betancourt, 2018b). To
what extend can higher-order automatic differentiation
support an efficient embedded Laplace approximation?
This depends on the likelihood. A challenging example
thereof would be likelihoods that depend on the implicit
solution to ordinary differential equations, as often seen
caux
λ2581
λ2586
τ
χ
0 3 6 9
ESS / s
 
method
(full) HMC
HMC + Laplace
Fig 12. Bulk effective sample size per second for hyperparame-
ters of the sparse kernel interaction model.
in the natural sciences.
Along with the added flexibility comes the burden
of more robustly diagnosing errors induced by the ap-
proximation. There is extensive literature on log-concave
likelihoods but less so for general likelihoods. Future work
will investigate diagnostics such as importance sampling
(Vehtari et al., 2019), leave-one-out cross-validation (Veh-
tari et al., 2016), and simulation based calibration (Talts
et al., 2018).
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APPENDIX A: DETAILS FOR THE ADJOINT
METHOD
This appendix fills the gap in Section 2.4 and offers
a proof of Theorem 1. As a starting point, we assume
Algorithm 2 is valid. A proof can be found in Rasmussen
and Williams (2006), chapter 5.
The key observation is that all operations performed
on
(K ′)j :=
∂K
∂φj
are linear. Algorithm 2 produces a map
Z : (K ′)j → ∂
∂φj
pi(y | φ)
: Rn×n → R,
and constructs the gradient one element at a time. By
linearity,
∂
∂φj
Z(K) = Z
(
∂K
∂φj
)
.
Thus an alternative approach to compute the gradient is
to calculate the scalar Z(K) and then use a single reverse
mode sweep of automatic differentiation, noting that Z
is an analytical function. This produces Algorithm 4. At
Algorithm 4 Approximate gradient of the marginal
likelihood, pi(y | φ), with respect to the hyperparame-
ters, φ, using reverse mode automatic differentiation
input: y, φ, pi(y | θ, φ)
2: Do lines 2 - 6 of Algorithm 2.
Initiate an expression tree for automatic differentiation
with φv = φ.
4: Kv = K(φv)
z = Z(Kv)
6: Do a reverse-sweep over z to obtain ∇φ log pi(y | φ).
return: ∇φ log pi(y | φ).
this point, the most important is done in order to achieve
scalability: we no longer explicitly compute K ′ and are
using a single reverse mode sweep. Automatic differenti-
ation, for all its relatively cheap cost, still incurs some
overhead cost. Hence, where possible, we still want to use
analytical results to compute derivatives. In particular,
we can analytically work out the cotangent
wT :=
∂z
∂K
.
For the following calculations, we use a lower case, kij
and rij , to denote the (ij)
th element respectively of the
matrices K and R.
Consider
Z(K) = s1 + sT2 s3,
where, unlike in Algorithm 2, s1 and s3 are now computed
using K, not (K ′)j . We have
s1 =
1
2
aTKa− 1
2
tr(RK).
Then
∂
∂ki′j′
aTKa =
∂
∂ki′j′
∑
i
∑
j
aikijaj = ai′aj′ ,
and
∂
∂ki′j′
tr(RK) =
∂
∂ki′j′
∑
l
rilkli = rj′i′ .
Thus
∂s1
∂K
=
1
2
aaT − 1
2
RT .
For convenience, denote l = ∇θ log pi(y | θ, φ). We then
have
b = Kl
s3 = b− K˜Rb = (I − K˜R)b,
where K˜ = K, but is maintained fixed, meaning we do
not propagate derivatives through it. Let A˜ = I − K˜R
and let a˜ij denote the (i, j)
th element of A˜. Then
sT2 s3 =
∑
i
(s2)i
∑
j
a˜ij
∑
m
kjmlm
 .
Thus
∂
∂ki′j′
sT2 s3 =
∑
i
(s2)ia˜ii′ lj′ = lj′
∑
i
(s2)ia˜ii′ ,
where the sum term is the (i′)th element of A˜s2. The
above expression then becomes
∂
∂K
sT2 s3 = A˜s2l
T = s2l
T −KRs2lT .
Combining the derivative for s1 and s
T
2 s3 we obtain
wT =
1
2
aaT − 1
2
R+ (s2 +RKs2)[∇θ log pi(y | θ, φ)]T ,
as prescribed by Theorem 1. This result is general, in the
sense that it applies to any covariance matrix, K, and
likelihood, pi(y | θ, φ).
Our preliminary experiments, on the SKIM, found that
incorporating the analytical cotangent, wT, approxima-
tively doubles the differentiation speed.
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APPENDIX B: COMPUTER CODE
The code used in this work is open source and detailed
in this section.
B.1 Prototype Stan code
The Stan language allows users to specify the joint
log density of their model. This is done by incrementing
the variable target. We add a suite of functions, which
return the approximate log marginal density, log piG(y | φ).
Hence, the user can specify the log joint distribution by
incrementing target with log piG(y | φ) and the prior
log pi(φ). A call to the approximate marginal density may
look as follows:
target +=
laplace_marginal_*(y, n, K, phi, x,
delta, delta_int,
theta0);
The * specifies the likelihood, for example Bernoulli or
Poisson8. y and n are sufficient statistics for the latent
Gaussian variable, θ; K is a function that takes in ar-
guments phi, x, delta, and delta int and returns the
covariance matrix; and theta0 is the initial guess for
the Newton solver, which seeks the mode of pi(θ | φ, y).
Specifically
• y: a vector containing the sum of counts/successes
for each element of θ
• n: a vector with the number of observation for each
element of θ
• K: a function defined in the functions block, with
the signature (vector, matrix, real[], int[])
==> matrix
• phi: the vector of hyperparameters
• x: a matrix of data. For Gaussian processes, this is
the coordinates, and for the general linear regression,
the design matrix.
• delta: additional real data.
• delta int: additional integer data.
• theta0: a vector of initial guess for the Newton
solver.
It is also possible to specify the tolerance of the Newton
solver. This structure is consistent with other higher-order
functions in Stan, such as the algebraic solver and the
ordinary differential equation integrators. It gives users
8 These are the current options in the prototype we used in
this article; the immediate next version also specifies the link
function.
flexibility when specifying K, but we recognize it is cum-
bersome. The Stan development team has, for another
project, a prototype that relaxes the strict function sig-
nature requirement, which we plan to take advantage
of.
For each likelihood, we implement a corresponding
random number generating function, with a call
theta =
laplace_marginal_*_rng(y, n, K, phi, x,
delta, delta_int,
theta0);
This generates a random sample from piG(θ | y, φ). This
function can be used in the generated quantities blocks
and is called only once per iteration – in contrast with the
target function which is called and differentiated once per
integration step of HMC. Moreover the cost of generating θ
is negligible next to the cost evaluating and differentiating
log pi(y | φ) multiple times per iteration.
B.2 Core code for Stan
We incorporate the Laplace suite of functions in-
side the Stan-math library, a C++ library for auto-
matic differentiation (Carpenter et al., 2015). The li-
brary is open source and available on GitHub, https:
//github.com/stan-dev/math. Our prototype exists on
the branch try-laplace approximation.
To expose the code to the Stan language, we
use Stan’s new OCaml transpiler, stanc3, https://
github.com/stan-dev/stanc3 and again the branch
try-laplace approximation.
B.3 Code for the computer experiment
The R code is available on the GitHub public
repository, https://github.com/charlems93/laplace_
manuscript.
We make use of two new prototype packages:
CmdStanR (https://mc-stan.org/cmdstanr/) and
posterior (https://github.com/jgabry/posterior).
APPENDIX C: MODEL DETAILS
We review the models used in our computer experi-
ments and point the readers to the relevant references.
C.1 Regularized horseshoe prior
The horseshoe prior (Carvalho, Polson and Scott, 2010)
is a sparsity inducing prior that imposes a global shrink-
age, τ , and a local shrinkage, λi for each covariate slope,
βi. This prior operates a soft variable selection, effectively
favoring βi ≈ 0 or βi ≈ βˆi, where βˆi is the maximum likeli-
hood estimator. Piironen and Vehtari (2017) add another
prior to regularize unshrunk βs, Normal(0, c2), effectively
operating a “soft-truncation” of the extreme tails. For
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computational stability, the model is parameterized using
caux, rather than c, where
c = sslab
√
caux
with sslab the slab scale. We run MCMC over φ =
(τ, caux, λ) and the prior is
λi ∼ Studentt(νlocal, 0, 1)
τ ∼ Studentt(νglobal, 0, sglobal)
caux ∼ invΓ(sdf/2, sdf/2)
β0 ∼ Normal(0, c20)
The prior on λ independently applies to each element, λi.
Following the recommendation by Piironen and Vehtari
(2017), we set the variables of the priors as follows. Let p be
the number of covariates and n the number of observations.
Additionally, let p0 be the expected number of relevant
covariates – note this number does not strictly enforce
the number of unregularized βs, because the priors have
heavy enough tails that we can depart from p0. For the
prostate data, we set p0 = 5. Then
sglobal =
p0√
n(p− p0)
νlocal = 1
νglobal = 1
sslab = 2
sdf = 100
c0 = 5.
Next we construct the prior on β,
βi ∼ Normal(0, τ2λ˜2i ),
where
λ˜2i =
c2λ2i
c2 + τ2λ2i
.
The rest of the model is as dictated in Section 4.
C.2 Sparse kernel interaction model
SKIM, developed by Agrawal et al. (2019), extends
the model of Piironen and Vehtari (2017) by accounting
for pairwise interaction effects between covariates. The
generative model shown below uses the notation in C.1
instead of that in Appendix D of Agrawal et al. (2019):
χ ∼ invΓ(sdf/2, sdf/2)
η2 =
τ2
c2
χ
βi | τ, λ˜ ∼ Normal(0, τ2λ˜2i )
βj | τ, λ˜ ∼ Normal(0, τ2λ˜2i )
βij | η2, λ˜ ∼ Normal(0, η22λ˜2i λ˜2j )
β0 | c20 ∼ Normal(0, c20),
where βi and βij are the main and pairwise effects for co-
variates xi and xixj , respectively, and τ , λ˜, c0 are defined
in C.1.
Instead of sampling {βi}pi=1 and {βij}pi,j=1, which
takes at least O(p2) time per iteration to store and
compute, Agrawal et al. (2019) instead marginalize out
all the regression coefficients, only sampling (τ, ξ, λ˜) via
MCMC. Through a kernel trick and a Gaussian process
re-parameterization of the model, this marginalization
takes O(p) time instead of O(p2). The Gaussian process
covariance matrix K induced by SKIM is provided below:
K1 = x diag(λ˜
2) xT
K2 = [x ◦ x] diag(λ˜2) [x ◦ x]T ,
where “◦” denotes the element-wise Hadamard product.
Finally,
K =
1
2
η22(K1 + 1) ◦ (K1 + 1)−
1
2
η22K2 − (τ2 − η22)K1
+c20 −
1
2
η22 .
